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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Although revenue for the Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is expected to decrease over the five years
to 2020, the adverse economic effects from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic are expected to boost revenue in
2020. For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· Demand from the industry's major markets is expected to fluctuate due to the coronavirus pandemic. For more
detail, please see the Major Markets chapter.

· The industry's profit margin is expected to decrease in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic. For more detail,
please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada manufactures jewellery or silverware using precious or

semiprecious metals and stones. Costume jewellery manufacturers, specialty coin producers and lapidaries, which
are artisans who form stones, minerals and other durable materials into decorative items, are also included in this
industry.

Major Players Royal Canadian Mint

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Manufacturing gold jewellery

Manufacturing diamond jewellery

Manufacturing silver jewellery

Manufacturing platinum jewellery

Manufacturing silverware

Manufacturing costume jewellery

The major products and services in this industry are:

Products with diamonds

Precious metal jewellery

Minted coins

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Shoe & Footwear Manufacturing
in Canada

Glass Product Manufacturing in
Canada

Hand Tool & Cutlery
Manufacturing in Canada

Metal Plating & Treating in Canada

Toy, Doll & Game Manufacturing
in Canada

     

     

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Jewelry Manufacturing in the US Jewellery Manufacturing in
Australia

Jewelry Manufacturing in China Jewellery Manufacturing in the UK
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$2.8bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-7.5%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

1.0%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$2.8m
Profit

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-48.7%

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

0.1%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-1.8pp

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

1,245
Businesses

Annual Growth

2015–2020

2.9%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

2.2%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

3,952
Employment

Annual Growth

2015–2020

1.9%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

1.4%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$234.8m
Wages

Annual Growth

2015–2020

2.4%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

1.3%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

Key External Drivers % = 2015–20 Annual Growth

8.8%
World price of gold

5.5%
World price of silver

1.6%
Per capita disposable income

-0.4%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Regulation & Policy
Light / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Capital Intensity

Medium

  Concentration
Medium   Technology Change

Medium

  Barriers to Entry
Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
Very High   Industry Assistance

None / Steady

  Industry Globalization
High / Increasing   Competition

High / Increasing

 

Key Trends

 Domestic demand conditions appear to have been solid
during the reporting period

 One major source of exports is the Royal Canadian Mint

 Industry performance has been highly volatile over the past
five years

 Over the next five years, domestic demand is forecast to
slightly increase

 Falling prices of gold and rising prices of silver are expected
to benefit industry profit

 The industry's dependence on the export market is expected
to rise

 Fluctuating international trade conditions have played a
significant role in industry revenue fluctuations
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High Revenue per Employee

   

WEAKNESSES

  None & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  Very high Volatility

  High Imports

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Customer Class Concentration

  High Product/Service Concentration

  High Capital Requirements

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  Canadian effective exchange rate index

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)

  Low Revenue Growth (2015-2020)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Low Revenue Growth (2020-2025)

  Low Performance Drivers

  World price of gold
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Executive Summary All that glitters: As the price of silver rises while the price of gold
decreases, industry profit is expected to slightly grow

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada manufactures a wide range of jewellery products of varying quality.
The industry also includes the minting of coins, with coins produced as currency and gold and silver bullion coins
produced by the Royal Canadian Mint, which forms an important part of this industry. Over the five years to 2020,
while the industry has benefited from rising per capita disposable income and a depreciation in the Canadian dollar,
the industry has also experienced volatility in demand for gold and silver bullion products, which are used by
consumers worldwide for investment purposes. Overall, industry revenue has declined an annualized 7.5% to $2.8
billion over the five years to 2020. This includes growth of 5.6% in 2020 alone. This growth in 2020 can be mainly
attributed to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which has resulted in uncertain macroeconomic conditions,
causing consumers to demand more bullion coins as a way to hedge against the market uncertainty.

Fluctuating international trade conditions have played a significant role in industry revenue fluctuations. Export
figures grew strongly during the first half of the reporting period, with strong export growth of 61.7% in 2015 linked to
a sharp depreciation of the dollar that year alongside volatility in global conditions, such as weakening commodity
prices. However, a decline of 43.4% in export levels occurred in 2017, leading industry exports to decline an
annualized 4.9% to $2.7 billion over the five years to 2020. This decline has outweighed positive domestic demand
conditions. Additionally, imports are also expected to decline, falling an annualized 8.5% to $1.7 billion over the five
years to 2020.

Over the five years to 2025, the industry is forecast to return to growth, in line with its long-term expansion. Industry
goods, such as the gold and silver bullion coin products produced by the Royal Canadian Mint, are key products that
are often purchased by international investors as a hedge against economic uncertainty. The price of silver is
forecast to rise while the price of gold is forecast to decrease slightly over the next five years, causing industry profit
to slightly grow. In addition to the economic uncertainty as a result of the coronavirus pandemic, the uncertainty
regarding the 2020 US elections will also likely spur increased purchases of industry products. Overall, industry
revenue is forecast to rise an annualized 1.0% to $3.0 billion over the five years to 2025.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

World price of gold

Gold is a primary input in the manufacture of jewellery. As the price of gold rises, so does industry revenue, though
at the expense of putting added pressure on profit. Conversely, when input prices decline, profit is eased and the
growth rate of revenue is slowed. Typically, price increases can be passed off to retailers and customers. The world
price of gold is expected to increase in 2020, which represents a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Canadian effective exchange rate index

The Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index determines the role of international trade in the industry. When
the Canadian dollar appreciates in value relative to other currencies, imports become more affordable, while exports
become relatively expensive on foreign markets. The CEER index is anticipated to decrease in 2020. However, the
volatile nature of the CEER index poses a potential threat to this industry.

 

Per capita disposable income

Per capita disposable income determines consumers' ability to purchase luxury goods such as jewellery. Increases
in per capita disposable income will enable more consumers to better afford industry products. Per capita disposable
income is expected to increase in 2020.

 

World price of silver

Silver is a primary input in the manufacture of jewellery. As the price of silver rises, so does industry revenue, though
at the expense of putting added pressure on profit. Conversely, when input prices decline, profit is eased and the
growth rate of revenue is slowed. Typically, price increases can be passed off to retailers and customers. The world
price of silver is expected to increase in 2020.
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Current
Performance

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada comprises
establishments engaged in manufacturing jewellery, stamping coins, and
manipulating precious stones, diamonds and pearls for sale.

The industry is traditionally highly volatile. This is partly due to the highly volatile prices of gold and silver, which are
the primary inputs for many industry products. Gold and silver bullion coins are also often purchased by consumers
as investments, and demand for such goods is highly volatile and closely tied to consumer sentiment regarding the
global economy. As a result of global demand for such products, international trade has remained central to the
industry. Over the five years to 2020, currency value fluctuations and foreign demand have had a significant effect
on export figures and industry revenue. Overall, despite rising per capita disposable income and the depreciation of
the Canadian dollar, industry revenue has declined at an annualized rate of 7.5% to $2.8 billion over the five years
to 2020. However, this figure masks huge yearly changes in revenue. For example, the industry has experienced
huge early growth in exports in 2020, possibly due to increased demand for investment coin products from the
unfavourable macroeconomic conditions as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Revenue is forecast
to rise 5.6% in 2020 alone, and this increase can be mainly attributed to the adverse economic effects of the
coronavirus pandemic, which resulted in increased demand for industry products that are used for investment
purposes.

INPUT PRICES, DEMAND AND PROFIT

The prices of gold, diamonds and other commodities are key drivers for
this industry.

Over the five years to 2020, the price of gold rose at an annualized rate of 7.5%. The price hit its recent peak in
2020, mainly as a result of the coronavirus pandemic and the resulting increase in demand for safeguard assets
during times of market uncertainty. Meanwhile, the price of silver has also increased, rising at an annualized rate of
1.8% over the five years to 2020. Ultimately, the prices of industry commodities help to determine selling prices for
industry products. Conversely, industry profit has decreased over the five years to 2020. This decrease in profit can
be mainly attributed to the rise in commodity prices and the decreased demand endured by some of the industry's
major markets. Profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to account for 0.1% of industry
revenue in 2020.

Domestic demand conditions appear to have been solid during the reporting period, with per capita disposable
income rising at an annualized rate of 1.7% over the five years to 2020. Meanwhile, aggregate household debt has
also risen. While this is primarily linked to increased expenditure on housing, in conjunction with rising consumer
confidence, over the majority of the five years to 2020, it indicates a willingness on behalf of domestic consumers to
finance larger purchases. However, with debt levels highly elevated, consumers' ability to finance big-ticket
purchases, such as fine jewellery, will be constrained. Furthermore, the number of households earning $100,000 or
more has increased at an annualized rate of 2.3% over the five years to 2020. Since many industry goods are
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discretionary, expensive products typically purchased by more affluent citizens and which may require financing,
have improved demand conditions.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

International trade has played an instrumental role in industry
performance over the past five years, with exports as a share of revenue
routinely above 90.0% during the reporting period.

The Canadian effective exchange rate index, which is used to track the strength of the Canadian dollar relative to
Canada's major trading partners, fell, indicating a weakened domestic dollar. This has made domestic goods more
affordable in foreign markets, and exports were particularly strong in 2015, rising 61.7% that year alone. However,
due to a weak performance in 2017, the value of exports decreased an annualized 4.9% to $2.7 billion over the five
years to 2020.

One major source of exports is the Royal Canadian Mint (RCM), which participates in the industry via its coin
stamping operations. The RCM has produced coinage for other countries for decades and ships billions of coins and
blanks to countries across the world. While foreign currency exports have been fairly consistent during the five-year
period, the industry's declining fortunes can be accounted for by a sharp drop in demand for gold and silver bullion
coins in 2017. Over that year, the RCM's revenue fell 35.9% due to low demand, particularly from retail investors
and possibly due to higher prices for these goods combined with improving equity markets. This decline was
consistent globally, as revenue at both the US Mint and the Australian Mint declined by similar amounts in 2017.
However, estimates based on year-to-date trade data suggests exports will grow significantly in 2020 in response to
uncertain economic conditions that have resulted from the coronavirus pandemic.

Meanwhile, jewellery imports are also forecast to fall, declining at an annualized rate of 8.5% to $1.7 billion over the
five years to 2020. However, this figure is somewhat deceptive as jewellery import levels were at their 15-year peak
in 2014, so this decline is likely due to a return to normal import levels, alongside the depreciation of the domestic
dollar making foreign products less competitive. Notably, a significant amount of domestic jewellery imports are
custom jewellery. These products are typically less expensive than fine jewellery, and with gold prices still fairly high,
demand for these products will naturally rise from those unable to afford finer jewellery. Furthermore, since these
goods are less expensive, foreign producers typically have a competitive advantage. For example, India and China
are two of the largest sources of imports, and their products are popular in international markets as they are typically
less expensive due to the lower labour costs associated with those countries. As a result, imports from India have
increased at an annualized rate of 0.7% over the five years to 2020.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

While industry performance has been highly volatile over the five years to
2020, the number of industry establishments has risen at an annualized
rate of 3.2% to 1,272 locations.

This has primarily been due to growth in the number of small industry establishments operating as sole proprietors.
Meanwhile, industry employment has not risen to quite the same extent, growing at an annualized rate of 1.9% to
3,952 workers over the five years to 2020. This is because growth in industry establishments has come primarily
through smaller players that do not require significant numbers of employees, whereas larger operators, such as the
RCM, rarely experience significant employment volatility.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of gold

($ per troy
ounce)

2011 4,153 333 1,133 1,126 3,692 2,910 2,007 191 3,251 1,570
2012 3,552 380 1,114 1,106 3,756 2,231 2,148 199 3,469 1,669
2013 4,453 400 1,043 1,035 3,751 2,954 2,245 205 3,744 1,411
2014 3,082 340 1,052 1,043 3,558 2,163 2,752 199 3,671 1,266
2015 4,214 372 1,087 1,077 3,596 3,497 2,573 209 3,290 1,161
2016 4,416 332 1,080 1,070 3,723 3,610 2,481 212 3,287 1,248
2017 2,599 328 1,184 1,168 3,570 2,042 2,300 208 2,858 1,258
2018 2,496 360 1,240 1,217 3,808 2,197 2,332 227 2,631 1,271
2019 2,697 337 1,233 1,209 3,798 2,542 2,207 225 2,362 1,393
2020 2,848 295 1,272 1,245 3,952 2,713 1,652 235 1,786 1,667
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Revenue for the Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is forecast to

return to growth, rising at an annualized rate of 1.0% to $3.0 billion over
the five years to 2025.

This is anticipated to partly be in response to increased consumer spending, as rising income levels will likely enable
increased purchasing of industry goods. However, the primary driver of the industry will likely be demand for the
bullion gold and silver coin products of the Royal Canadian Mint. With the market uncertainty regarding the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic expected to continue and the uncertainty regarding the US elections, this will
likely prompt an increase in demand for bullion coin products during the first half of the outlook period.

DOMESTIC DEMAND AND TRADE

Industry export figures and industry performance overall are anticipated
to continue to be linked.

Exports will continue to be closely aligned with global demand for gold and silver bullion coin products from retail
and institutional investors. Demand for such products is highly variable and is linked to issues such as the overall
prices of these underlying commodities and the volatility of global economic conditions. These products are often
used as a way to hedge portfolios in times of uncertainty when markets are unsettled. While forecasting significant
shocks is very difficult, over the next five years, it is likely that events affecting demand for industry products will take
place. For example, the 2020 US elections will serve as a referendum on the current US presidential administration,
and regardless of the outcome, increased uncertainty surrounding the elections will prompt investors to turn to
industry products to hedge against any potential growth in global economic volatility. Overall, IBISWorld forecasts
industry exports will rise at an annualized rate of 0.9% to $2.8 billion over the five years to 2025.

Over the next five years, domestic demand is forecast to slightly increase. Domestic conditions are forecast to be
somewhat stronger, as growth in consumer spending is forecast to rise at a greater pace. Since consumer spending
is forecast to grow overall, due to a significant amount of domestic demand being captured by imports, particularly
imports of less expensive forms of jewellery, the industry overall will not benefit significantly from this growth.
Overall, IBISWorld estimates imports will rise at an annualized rate of 3.9% to $2.0 billion over the five years to
2025, although they still remain at elevated levels compared with historical time periods. Exchange rate stability and
a slight growth in the value of the Canadian dollar over the next five years will strengthen import demand. The
industry's custom jewellery segment is expected to benefit from this trend, as most of the custom jewellery sold in
Canada is imported.

PROFIT AND INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION

Falling prices of gold and rising prices of silver over the five years to 2025
are expected to slightly benefit industry profit.

The world price of gold is forecast to fall at an annualized rate of 1.1% over the five years to 2025, while the world
price of silver is expected to rise an annualized 1.6% during the same period. While volatile input prices may
increase purchase costs for operators that use such goods, they will also increase demand for the industry's
products and thus, slightly increase the industry's profit margin.
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Meanwhile, growth in industry participation is forecast to slow, as the market is saturated with small operators,
although there could still be growth as individuals seek to open up small businesses selling niche jewellery products.
Overall, the number of industry enterprises is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 2.2% to 1,391 operators over
the five years to 2025. Increased participation will result in rising employment levels, with the number of workers
growing an annualized 1.4% to 4,230 employees during the same period.

POTENTIAL THREATS

Due to this industry's high reliance on precious metals, it is subject to
significant volatility from input markets.

Any unexpected changes in the global economy could induce large changes to the detriment of industry operators.
Though they are currently forecast to rise modestly, any input metal price hikes would result in a slimmer margin,
while a larger decline in prices could put many operators out of business. Consequently, hedging against such
volatility will gain increasing popularity among medium and large operators.

The industry's dependence on the export market is also expected to rise. The global economy is forecast to grow
faster than Canada's economy, and Canadian GDP growth is expected to trail behind US GDP growth as well. Thus,
industry operators are more likely to find customers willing to pay high prices for premium jewellery products
produced in Canada in markets abroad, especially in the United States, Western Europe and East Asia. This is due
to the rising levels of prosperity in those regions. However, this trend is putting more operators at risk of exchange
rate volatility. Any significant fluctuations in the strength of the domestic dollar or any change in global investor
sentiment could result in huge industry volatility.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of gold  ($

per troy
ounce)

2020 2,848 295 1,272 1,245 3,952 2,713 1,652 235 1,786 1,667
2021 2,874 347 1,299 1,273 3,997 2,734 1,746 237 1,886 1,672
2022 2,909 351 1,330 1,303 4,059 2,781 1,503 241 1,631 1,649
2023 2,939 360 1,359 1,333 4,116 2,801 1,687 244 1,825 1,626
2024 2,968 362 1,392 1,366 4,173 2,822 1,840 247 1,986 1,603
2025 2,995 359 1,417 1,391 4,230 2,841 2,001 251 2,155 1,581
2026 3,022 360 1,438 1,413 4,278 2,860 2,172 253 2,334 1,558
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The industry has well-developed product segments that are widely accepted by the market

The industry has experienced little product innovations even though product designs tend to
change seasonally

While there has been some innovation in production processes, the essential nature of the
products remains the same

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is in the mature phase of its life cycle. Industry value added (IVA),
which measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is expected to decline at an annualized rate of
0.4% over the 10 years to 2025, while Canada's GDP is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 1.8% during the
same period. While IVA growth slower than that of GDP growth is typically indicative of a declining industry, industry
revenue and profitability are linked to commodity prices that are not linked to the Canadian economy as a whole and
can cause significant revenue fluctuations, and so the industry can often be out of sync with the overall economy.
Further, industry demand is highly variable, as some industry products are used as investment products by
consumers. Therefore, demand can fluctuate significantly over a given time frame depending on conditions in
various foreign economies.

Furthermore, the industry exhibits many characteristics of a mature industry. For example, it has low levels of
technological innovation and complete market acceptance of its products, and the presence of merger and
acquisition activity also point toward a mature industry. There has been little product innovation in this industry over
the five years to 2020. Even though the industry has benefited from technological innovations in the fields of mass
customizations and 3D printing, it has brought little change to the nature and kind of products the industry
manufactures. The advent of 3D printing techniques is primarily for use in the fabrication of custom jewellery.
However, existing products have wholehearted market acceptance and are clearly segmented, further indicating that
the industry is in its mature phase.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Jewellery & Watch Wholesaling in Canada

Jewellery Stores in Canada

2nd Tier

Department Stores in Canada

Consumers in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Metalworking Machinery Manufacturing in Canada

Nonferrous Metal Rolling & Alloying in Canada

2nd Tier

Stone Mining in Canada

Mineral & Phosphate Mining in Canada

Gold & Silver Ore Mining in Canada

Products & Services

  Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, demand for the products in
the Canadian Jewellery Manufacturing industry is expected to fluctuate.

For example, demand for minted coins and precious metal jewellery is expected to increase in 2020 since
consumers purchase these types of products during times of economic uncertainty as a way to hedge against
unfavourable market conditions. However, demand for custom jewellery products and products made with base
metals is expected to decrease since consumers are more reluctant to spend their money on discretionary goods
during times of economic uncertainty.

PRECIOUS METAL JEWELLERY

Precious metal jewellery made in the Canadian Jewellery Manufacturing
industry is often made out of gold, silver, platinum and palladium,
encrusted with diamonds, emeralds, rubies, sapphires and other
gemstones.

This product segment is also referred to as statement jewellery or fine jewellery and is usually targeted toward
higher-income households. In 2020, precious metal jewellery is estimated to account for 39.5% of industry revenue.
Over the five years to 2020, this segment's share of revenue has grown due to an increase in per capita disposable
income levels. A significant share of this segment is generated from precious metal jewellery products, specifically
accounting for 13.8% of revenue. The remaining 25.7% of this segment's share of revenue is captured by similar
articles or jewellery products, such as base metal jewellery clad with precious metals.

PRODUCTS WITH DIAMONDS

Meanwhile, Canada is one of the world's largest producers of diamonds,
giving domestic manufacturers access to quality products.

Diamond products are expected to account for 7.8% of industry revenue in 2020. This segment's share of industry
revenue has slightly decreased over the five years to 2020 as consumers' preferences change and demand for other
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valuable gemstones have increased.

MINTED COINS

The minting of coins that are destined to become legal tender is estimated
to account for the largest share of industry revenue, at 48.7% of total
sales.

The Royal Canadian Mint (RCM) produces coinage for over 85 different nations. The RCM is a leading provider of
finished coins and coin blanks to customers worldwide, including central banks, mints, monetary authorities and
finance ministries. Beneficial export conditions have helped the export of RCM products abroad, particularly during
the first half of the reporting period, which bolstered industry revenue. However, demand for bullion coins fell sharply
during the middle of the reporting period, and this segment has ultimately fallen as a share of revenue over the five
years to 2020.

OTHER

The industry also manufactures a wide array of other goods.

For example, it produces nonprecious metal jewellery, which includes pieces made from base metals and also
includes custom or imitation jewellery pieces. Custom jewellery has become more popular as consumers tighten
their budgets and limit discretionary spending, although foreign producers in regions such as Asia have a
competitive advantage producing these goods. Other products include statuettes, cutlery and other ornaments with
base or precious metal ornamentation. However, none of these product segments accounts for a significant share of
industry revenue. This other segment is estimated to account for 4.0% of industry revenue and has slightly
decreased as a share of industry revenue over the five years to 2020.

Demand
Determinants

A significant amount of revenue generated in the Canadian Jewellery
Manufacturing industry is generated through the manufacture of currency
coins and minted gold and silver coin products.

Demand for such products swings on a variety of issues. For example, demand for minted gold and silver coin
products can be linked to special occasions, for example special events can drive demand for collectible coins. The
Royal Canadian Mint has produced a variety of coins for numerous foreign governments over the last half a century,
with the primary drivers of demand for this segment being price and quality. In addition, demand in a given year for
currency products is closely tied to coin circulation figures; if the government has had any change in policy and
desires greater circulation figures it will request more coins that year. Further, industry gold and silver bullion coin
products are often purchased by consumers as investments, and demand for industry goods for this purpose tends
to be highly volatile, depending on the perceived performance of the global economy. Due to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, demand for gold and silver bullion coins is expected to increase since consumers view this
type of investment as a way to safely hedge against market uncertainty.

Since exports generate a vast majority of revenue for this industry, the Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER)
index also exerts a significant influence on demand for industry products. When the CEER index rises, it makes
Canadian jewellery less competitive in the export market as it signifies the Canadian dollar is gaining in strength,
and thus goods become more expensive abroad. Consequently, it has a negative effect on industry revenue,
especially because Canadian manufacturers are already less competitive on the international market due to the
higher labour costs in Canada. Conversely, when the CEER index falls, Canadian jewellery becomes more
competitive on the international market, boosting exports and therefore, translating into higher revenue for the
industry.

The industry has also experienced demand from jewellery retailers and wholesalers. Since demand at the retail and
wholesale level directly translates to demand for industry operators, upstream retailers and wholesalers adjust their
inventory purchases according to their performance. Jewellery retailers' and wholesalers' downstream demands are
sensitive to a variety of conditions, including expenditure by households in the highest income quintile, consumer
confidence and household disposable income.

Many products offered in the industry are considered luxury items because they are traditionally expensive and not
staple goods. Consequently, households in the highest income quintile, which are able to afford such luxury
products, are the industry's key consumers. Due the depressed economic conditions, as a result of coronavirus, the
anticipated decrease in expenditure by the highest income quintile will decrease demand for jewellery retailers,
wholesalers and manufacturers. Demand for the industry is also subject to the level of consumer confidence and
household disposable income. The nonessential nature of the industry's goods enables consumers to postpone
purchases of expensive items in uncertain economic times. Since the Jewellery Manufacturing industry's products
are often given as gifts, demand for these products tends to increase leading up to special occasions, such as
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Christmas and Valentine's Day.

Major Markets

  Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, demand from the Canadian
Jewellery Manufacturing industry's major markets is expected to
fluctuate.

  As a result of the many demand determinants for the industry's products, a plethora of different factors effect
demand from the industry's major markets. For example, demand for exports is expected to increase in 2020 due to
the depreciation of the Canadian dollar and the current market uncertainty, which increases consumers' demand to
purchase precious metals as a way to hedge against market uncertainty. However, demand from the domestic retail
market is expected to slightly decrease due to the fall in the number of households earning $100,000 or more per
year in 2020.

ALL OTHER EXPORTS

Exports represent the largest market segment for the Jewellery
Manufacturing industry in Canada.

A sizable amount of fine jewellery manufactured in Canada ends up in upscale, high-end jewellery stores in the
United States, Europe and Japan. In addition, the Royal Canadian Mint exports a variety of coin products, including
currency coins for several countries as well as gold and silver bullion coins, and this segment comprises the majority
of industry exports, at 31.9% in 2020. In 2020, exports are estimated to account for 95.2% of revenue. This figure
can fluctuate significantly in a given year. For example, in 2015, when the value of exports spiked 61.7%, exports as
a share of revenue rose to over 80.0%. This segment's share of revenue has increased over the five years to 2020
as the value of the Canadian dollar has slightly depreciated, making Canadian goods less expensive for other
countries.

EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES

In 2020, exports to the United States are estimated to account for 63.3% of
industry revenue.

Other major export destinations include Germany, Hong Kong, and Japan. Overall, exports as a share of revenue in
2020 are significantly higher than they were in 2015. This is both due to generally weaker levels of domestic
demand alongside two significant spikes in exports, both due to a weak domestic dollar alongside global uncertainty
that has expanded demand for gold and silver bullion coins. Exports to the United States have increased at an
annualized rate of 4.4% over the five years to 2020.

WHOLESALERS

Domestic wholesalers are forecast to account for 2.5% of industry
revenue in 2020.

Overall, the share of demand accounted for by domestic wholesalers can fluctuate dramatically given the significant
swings in exports as a share of revenue. However overall demand for wholesale, compared with retail, has fallen as
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some downstream retailers have sought to procure jewellery directly from manufacturers or third-party contractors
abroad to help improve their margin, which is typically volatile due to the nature of the underlying commodities
industry products are manufactured out of. Demand from domestic jewellery wholesalers has risen slightly over the
five years to 2020 (IBISWorld report 44831CA), benefiting this segment.

RETAILERS

Retailers are estimated to account for 2.3% of industry revenue in 2020.

Retailers include specialty jewellery stores, accessory stores and department stores. Over the past five years,
demand from jewellery retailers has risen, although exports have risen at a far faster rate, pushing down this
segment as a share of total revenue.
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International Trade Exports in this industry are    High and Decreasing

Imports in this industry are    High and Decreasing

Since the majority of industry revenue is generated through exports and imports satisfy a large proportion of
domestic demand, international trade is a central feature of the Canadian Jewellery Manufacturing industry.
Consequently, the industry can be significantly affected by fluctuations in currency or idiosyncratic demand shocks
in major trade partners such as the United States. An example of idiosyncratic demand shocks can be endured from
the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and the macroeconomic uncertainty that has resulted from this recession.
Since the industry sells items containing precious metals, many products may be sold as a form of investment for
the final end consumer. During times of economic uncertainty, consumers tend to invest in precious metals due to its
perception as a way to hedge against market uncertainty.

Exports

Exports are estimated to account for 95.2% of revenue in 2020. IBISWorld anticipates that industry exports have
fallen at an annualized rate of 4.9% to $2.7 billion over the five years to 2020. The majority of the jewellery
manufactured in Canada is exported to the United States, which accounts for 66.5% of exports. Meanwhile, the
single largest export item is minted coins from the Royal Canadian Mint, primarily gold and silver bullion coins.
Canada benefits from free trade agreements, which enables unrestricted trade between Canada and United States.
Other main export destinations include Germany (26.0%), Hong Kong (2.6%) and Japan (1.1%). Exports have
remained significantly volatile over the past five years. Germany has experienced a huge growth in demand over the
past five years, particularly in 2020. This is likely stimulated by increased demand for gold and silver bullion coins in
response to political and economic uncertainty in that country.

Imports

Industry imports are estimated to have decreased at an annualized rate of 8.5% to $1.7 billion over the five years to
2020. However, the value of imports was at its 15-year high in 2014, so this decline is partly a return to more
comparable levels. In 2020, imports are expected to account for 92.5% of domestic demand. The largest share of
domestic imports come from the United States (27.6%), India (11.3%), China (8.3%) and Italy (6.3%). Imports from
Italy have increased substantially over the past five years, at an annualized rate of 9.7%. Notably, imports reached
their peak following a large jump in 2014. The value of imports has since fallen steadily, likely due to the
depreciation of the domestic currency that has assisted industry operators by making their goods more competitive.
The primary import for this industry is imitation or custom jewellery, which can be produced more cost effectively
abroad, particularly in Asia.
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Business
Locations

  Operators in the Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada tend to be located close to downstream markets and main trade
routes to facilitate efficient procurement and distribution activities. Consequently, industry establishments are clustered near
Canada's largest cities and seaports. The largest proportion of industry establishments is located in Ontario, which accounts for
33.8% of establishments in 2020. Ontario is Canada's most populated province, being home to almost 40.0% of the country's
population. Additionally, it has many convenient trade routes into the United States, which is Canada's main trading partner for this
industry. The Royal Canadian Mint's headquarters is located in Ottawa, and its Ottawa mint facility produces numismatic coin
products. The Ottawa facility is also home to the company's gold refinery, where it produces gold and silver bullion coins, medals
and other related products.

In addition to its Ottawa headquarters, the Royal Canadian Mint also maintains a facility In Winnipeg, MB. This facility is one of the
most advanced minting operations in the world and it is where the company produces all of the circulation coins for its foreign
clients.

Quebec, British Columbia and Alberta account for 28.4%, 21.3% and 7.8% of industry establishments, respectively, in 2020.
Quebec is Canada's second-most populated province, with convenient trade routes into Europe, and British Columbia is Canada's
largest western province with trade routes into East Asia and Japan. No other region of Canada reports more than 3.0% of
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industry establishments.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Medium

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada has a moderate level of market share concentration, with the four
largest industry operators estimated to account for a little over half of total revenue in 2020. This, however, can be a
misleading indicator of industry concentration as the Royal Canadian Mint (RCM) maintains a legislated monopoly
on the production of minted coins and legal tender, and itself is by far the largest company in the industry. The
remainder of industry operators each command a small portion of the market, with no single operator estimated to
command a market share in excess of 2.0%. These operators participate in the industry primarily via other product
segments, in particular precious and nonprecious metal jewellery. Outside of the RCM, the industry is dominated by
a large number of small operators. In fact, over 90.0% of industry establishments employ fewer than 20 workers,
while less than 5.0% have more than 50 employees. Since most of the Canadian market is served by imported
jewellery from countries with a competitive advantage in the production of such products, with domestic operators
being largely export oriented, industry operators do not have a significant incentive to expand the scale of their
domestic sales operations. Even export-oriented operators experience diminishing returns to scale because of the
high costs of producing jewellery in Canada and are subject to swings in currency exchange rate dynamics. Market
share concentration in the industry has fallen slightly over the five years to 2020, primarily in response to the
fortunes of the RCM. The RCM has traditionally dominated the industry, and any fluctuations in the overall market
share concentration of the industry can be linked to how sales of the company's gold and silver bullion coin products
fare in a given year, as no other domestic operator produces these goods and they account for the majority of the
RCM's revenue. For example, during a particularly strong year, the industry's market share concentration could rise
significantly, and during a year when demand for bullion products falls at a faster rate than demand for overall
industry goods, industry market share concentration will often fall.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Access to a highly skilled workforce:
A highly skilled workforce is essential to producing good designs that facilitate product differentiation and promote
quality attributes.

Access to niche markets:
Niche markets can provide profit for the expertise in design skills that a company may have in a particular field.

Adaptability of operations to comply with social distancing protocols:
Most manufacturing operations require employees to work together in an enclosed environment. As a result,
operators will need to ensure that protocols exist to comply with social distancing regulations.

Effective quality control:
Quality checks and standards for manufactured products protect the reputation of the company.

Ability to pass on cost increases:
Passing on price increases in the cost of raw materials to clients ensures profitability is maintained.

Having an extensive distribution network:
Established links and contracts with retailers and distributors are an important factor in sales.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit has fluctuated over the five years to 2020 in response to
shifting prices in its underlying commodities. The profit margin is fairly
low in this industry, with the industry's largest operator, the Royal
Canadian Mint, routinely posing a profit margin, measured as earnings
before interest and taxes, below 3.0% in a given year. Overall, profit,
measured as earnings before interest and taxes, has fallen to account
for an estimated 0.1% of revenue in 2020, as rising commodity prices
and weak economic conditions hinder the industry's growth. The
decline in profit in 2020 can be mainly attributed to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic and the resulting weak economic conditions,
along with the rising commodity prices. As the prices of precious metals
increase, the industry's profit weakens due to an increase in an
operators' purchase costs. In addition, since the industry is mainly
composed of small- to medium-sized employers, these smaller
operators do not have the economies of scale to remain profitable.

 

  Wages

Wages are estimated to account for 8.2% of revenue in 2020. Wages
as a share of revenue can fluctuate significantly, given that average
wages and employment in this industry tends to be fairly steady.
However, revenue can suffer from significant volatility, and as a result,
a sharp decline in revenue will increase wages' share. Overall, wages
as a share of revenue have increased in recent years, as revenue has
fallen despite rising industry participation.
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  Purchases

Purchases are the largest industry expense and are forecast to account
for 75.8% of industry revenue in 2020. Purchases primarily consist of
gold, silver, diamonds, platinum and other precious metals and
gemstones that are used to manufacture jewellery, coins and bullion.
As a result, fluctuations in purchase expenses can be tied to the
volatility of the industry's underlying commodities. The world price of
gold, which is the most common commodity in the industry, has risen at
an annualized rate of 7.5% over the five years to 2020.

 

  Marketing

Marketing expenses account for an estimated 2.6% of industry revenue
in 2020. This figure has risen in recent years in response to declining
revenue, although increased participation has likely also prompted
greater need for manufacturers to market their products.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation expenses account for an estimated 2.1% of industry
revenue in 2020. This figure can fluctuate based on the strength of the
overall industry. While some operators, such as the Royal Canadian
Mint, have higher capital requirements, many operators are small
establishments run by sole proprietors that have minimal equipment
requirements.
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  Rent

Rental expenses account for an estimated 3.0% of industry revenue in
2020, a figure that has slightly risen during the period despite declining
revenue.

 

  Utilities

Utilities account for an estimated 0.3% of industry revenue in 2020.
This figure tends to be low and is indicative of the lack of energy
required to produce most industry products, although it is certainly
higher for large scale operations such as the Royal Canadian Mint.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs for the industry include ancillary expenses such as
insurance, repair and maintenance, general and administrative
expenses, commissions and other overheads. These expenses have
remained relatively constant as a portion of revenue. Other costs are
expected to account for the remaining 8.0% of revenue in 2020.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is highly competitive due
to the low barriers to entry and large number of operators competing with
one another.

A few large companies within this industry spend large sums on advertising and store displays to differentiate
themselves from their competitors, although ultimately there is little product differentiation between operators in the
industry. Competition within the industry has risen slightly over the five years to 2020 due to continued import
penetration.

Competition in this industry can vary between different product segments, for example it is high for the
manufacturers of typical jewellery products; however, the Royal Canadian Mint has a monopoly in the minting of
currency and other gold and silver bullion coins, and as a result experiences little competition domestically for its
products.

INTERNAL COMPETITION

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is highly price
competitive because the industry's products are largely homogenous and
major clientele demographics are similar.

Price influences the competitive position of Canadian manufacturers relative to imports. Machinery can assist in
reducing costs and end product prices. For instance, some manufacturers have adopted 3D printing technology to
further cut production costs, while the industry has also increasingly moved manufacturing offshore to take
advantage of lower labour costs.

A recognizable name such as Tiffany & Co. is important in an industry dominated by products embodying an
exclusivity that may be denoted by a brand. Brand recognition can be achieved through the provision of quality
products over time and exclusive advertising exposure. Promotion enhances the ability of retailers to compete with
other industry participants.

While jewellery manufacturers primarily compete over price and quality, they also compete by offering a minimum
quantity of the broadest possible product range. This enables them to not keep capital locked up in inventory, while
also giving them a competitive advantage by offering a variety of products at all price points to attract the most
customers.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Competition from imports is high.

In 2020, IBISWorld estimates that imports account for an estimated 92.5% of domestic demand. Major producers in
Asian countries, such as China, India and Thailand, benefit from lower labour costs that help reduce the overall price
of jewellery. This has helped increase market share, although imports from such countries have slowly decreased
over the past five years. The high levels of imports result in higher competition and, therefore, a lower profit margin
for domestic manufacturers. Additionally, competition from internet retailers puts price pressures on manufacturers.
These outlets often offer wholesaler prices directly to consumers. The ease of access and attractive price points
make internet retailers a threat to the traditional jewellery supply chain. While this threat is still relatively small, it has
increased significantly over the past five years and will continue to put revenue and profit constraints on industry
participants.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Medium and the trend is Steady
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  Barriers to entry in the Canadian Jewellery Manufacturing
industry are medium, primarily because the Royal Mint
has a monopoly on the minting of currency coins and gold
and silver bullion coin products. However, outside of this
product segment, barriers are lower, and entry into and
exit from the Jewellery Manufacturing industry can be
fluid. For example, over 70.0% of industry establishments
are nonemploying sole proprietors. The level of product
differentiation between players in this industry varies.
Larger players benefit from economies of scale and are
able to offer consumers a broader range of merchandise,
while simultaneously spending more than smaller players
on advertising and promotion. High technical skills are
required to provide differentiated products.

The pre-existence of distribution networks between
operators and suppliers may in some cases be viewed as
a barrier to entry. Existing operators benefit from the
relationships they have built with suppliers during a period
of time. Therefore, establishing sales and distribution
channels and relationships with new customers is
essential. Some manufacturers have established their
own retail outlets, including duty-free stores. Moreover,
the initial capital investment required to stock a storefront
full of jewellery can be significant and can serve to keep
some out of the industry.

Likewise, some manufacturers benefit from contractual
arrangements with commodity suppliers, which can create
a barrier to entry for potential operators. Manufacturers
are increasingly hedging their purchases because of the
volatility in precious metal and stone prices. Also, certain
trademarks and copyrights can exist, which cover the
design of certain products. Establishing a brand that
generates repeat purchases can be very expensive, as
some companies in this industry have spent considerable
sums on establishing their name through intense
advertising campaigns. A well-known brand can maintain
help maintain a higher margin and be more profitable for a
company.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Medium  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Light  

Industry Assistance None  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is highly globalized. Since the price of the most important inputs that go
into manufacturing jewellery is set by the global forces of supply and demand, the industry can experience significant
volatility due to changes in the global supply and demand of gold, silver, platinum, palladium, rhodium and other precious
materials. Any changes in global demand can have a large influence on price, as witnessed in the years leading up to the
reporting period, when the price of gold skyrocketed due to a substantial increase in demand, hurting the industry's
profitability.

Additionally, international trade is a big factor in this industry. Since imports are anticipated to service over 90.0% of
domestic demand and exports are also estimated to account for more than 90.0% of revenue in 2020, any changes in the
economic outlook for the industry's main export markets can have far reaching consequences for overall industry
revenue. Likewise, any changes in the Canadian effective exchange rate index can also affect the balance of trade for
this industry due to its effect on relative prices. For example, the significant depreciation of domestic dollar in 2015 led to
exports as a share of revenue increasing significantly that year alone.
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Major Companies

Major Players Royal Canadian Mint

Market Share: 48.7%

  The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is dominated by the Royal Canadian Mint (RCM). The RCM was
founded in 1908, partly in response to a burgeoning Canadian gold industry, as the mint also contains a refinery
capable of producing gold. The company was incorporated as a Crown corporation in 1969 under the Royal
Canadian Mint Act, which made the RCM accountable to Parliament through the Minister of Finance, with a
mandate to produce Canadian circulation coins for trade and commerce. The mint employs just under 1,100 workers
and generated $1.5 billion in revenue according to its 2019 annual report (latest data available).

The RCM operates through four primary business lines. It produces Canadian currency coins through its Canadian
circulation unit, while its numismatics business creates and sells collectible coins and medals. Its primary revenue
driver is its bullion segment, which produces precious metal investment coin and bar products. This unit also has
precious metal refining capabilities and generates additional revenue through storage and exchange traded receipts.
Products in this segment include the maple leaf family of gold, silver, palladium and platinum coins and a variety of
other goods, the majority of which are industry-relevant.

Similar to any other participant in the industry, the RCM's revenue is a function of the prices of gold and silver. In
addition, revenue from the Canadian circulation unit fluctuates in response to demand from the Canadian
government, depending on how many and what kind of coins it needs produced in a given year. While there have
not been any particularly significant acquisitions or divestments over the five years to 2020, the RCM expanded its
operations by opening a new plating plant in Winnipeg in 2014, which also functions as a research and development
centre.

Financial Performance

Over the five years to 2020, company revenue has fluctuated significantly, often in response to changes in the
prices of gold and silver and significant volatility in its bullion segment, which generates the majority of industry
revenue. For example, demand cratered in 2017, contributing to an estimated revenue decline of 35.9%. Notably,
this was similar to global demand, as revenue for the Australian and US mints both declined at a comparable
amount that same year. Demand for these products is closely linked to global demand for gold and silver, which
itself is tied to global economic volatility and market uncertainty. Overall, the decline in demand for bullion products,
during the middle of the reporting period, has resulted in the RCM's revenue falling at an annualized rate of 6.5% to
$1.4 billion over the five years to 2020. In addition, the company's operating profit, measured as earnings before
interest and taxes, is estimated to decrease an annualized 15.1% to $8.3 million during the same period.

 
Royal Canadian Mint (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015 1,938.0 N/C 18.8 N/C
2016 2,090.4 7.9 24.3 29.3
2017 1,339.3 -35.9 34.8 43.2
2018 1,178.0 -12.0 38.1 9.5
2019 1,231.2 4.5 35.8 -6.0
2020 1,386.5 12.6 8.3 -76.8

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates

Other Companies Beverly Hills Jewellers MFG Ltd.

  Market Share: 1.9%
  Beverly Hills Jewellers MFG Ltd. is estimates to be one of Canada's largest jewellery manufacturers. The company

is headquartered in Richmond Hill, ON, and employs over 70 people. The company almost exclusively manufactures
its products in Canada and specializes in fine jewellery. The company is expected to generate $53.3 million in
industry-specific revenue in 2020.

Spence Diamonds Ltd.

  Market Share: 1.9%
  Spence Diamonds Ltd. (Spence Diamonds) is one of the largest manufacturers and retailers of diamond jewellery in
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Canada. The store operates a manufacturing facility in Vancouver where the company has several thousand
diamond jewellery designs. In addition, Spence Diamonds has eight retail locations across Canada through which it
sells its products. The company is also the only Canadian jewellery manufacturer to have a buying office in the
Antwerp diamond district in Belgium. In April 2015, Spence Diamonds was acquired by a private equity firm, Lion
Capital LLP. Although the details of the deal have not been made public, Fortune Magazine was told by insiders that
the company was valued at $125.0 million. While the company is private and has released no financial information,
IBISWorld estimates that it has generated $54.2 million in revenue in 2020.

Canadian Gem PA Inc.

  Market Share: 0.8%
  Canadian Gem PA Inc. is the largest distributor and manufacturer of pearl jewellery in Canada. It is also the creator

of the Tresoro collection of rings and wedding bands. The company is headquartered in Montreal and employs 31
people. The company has experienced tremendous success over the five years to 2020, establishing one of the
most comprehensive pearl inventories in Canada. The company's Tresoro collection has also done well, being one
of the few collections to have specifically designed, palladium-plated white gold for its products that come with a
lifetime guarantee against defects in workmanship. IBISWorld estimates that the company will generate $22.6
million in industry-relevant revenue in 2020.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Medium

  The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada has a
moderate level of capital intensity. Industry operators
require capital equipment, such as machines, microscopes,
computers and software, along with in-facility display
panels to manufacture and market jewellery. Industry
operators also make investments in security equipment
such as close circuit cameras, high-tech safety deposit
boxes and scanners to secure their premises. Some
industry operators also use 3D printing technology,
especially in manufacturing custom jewellery, as the 3D
Printing and Rapid Prototyping Services industry
(IBISWorld Report OD4581) grows and the trend in mass
customization catches on. Overall, IBISWorld estimates
industry operators to spend $0.25 on capital for every
$1.00 spent on labour in 2020.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Low Rate of
Innovation

Unlikely A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very Low Innovation
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Medium Ease of Entry Potential A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Low Rate of Entry Unlikely Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Medium Market
Concentration

Potential A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

Industry operators are exposed to a low rate of new entrants and a moderate level of entry barriers. This combination of
factors creates an environment where entry trends are not a key threat of disruption.

Overall, operators in the Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada
experience technological disruptions caused by technological advances in
competing industries, namely concerning 3D printers and online websites that
encourage independent jewellery manufacturing such as Etsy.

In the case of 3D printing, these printers can be used to cut down on labour hours for the industry in aggregate, as jewellery
that has been printed using a 3D printer is typically a fraction of the cost compared with handmade jewellery. However, this
is very much a trend that is continuing to emerge, and does not excessively threaten the industry at present. Online
websites such as Etsy have been much more disruptive to industry operators, as these marketplaces are centred across
the selling of handmade and vintage items, and enable any individual with a penchant for handmaking jewellery to set up
their own Etsy store from which the general public can shop. Over the five years to 2025, this online competition is
expected to increase, further disrupting the traditional business model employed by the industry's operators.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  In the Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada, new technologies are
applied in developing new products and new systems to manufacture
products.

New technologies can render existing products obsolete in a short period of time. For example, advances in computer-
aided design (CAD) and computer-aided machining (CAM) have enabled jewellery designers to develop new products by
reducing material waste and speeding up the design process. This technology gives manufacturers a large competitive
advantage over others that do not use it.
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Since its inception in the 1980s, CAD has become more user friendly and artisan intuitive. Similarly, small-shop, multi-axis
CAM systems enable more jewellers to experience the technology's potential and create innovative, contemporary designs.
Jewellers using CAD and CAM can make it easier, faster and more efficient than without. CAD software prices have
decreased in recent years to the point where the investment warrants only slight consideration. Prices range from $850.00
for an entry-level program to more than $7,000 for a system that combines software with subscription-based services such
as tech support, training and regular upgrades.

Manufacturers are increasingly using CAD to develop new product innovations and modifications. They use computerized
information systems to service customers, process orders and control inventory. Electronic data interchange (EDI) is also
used to service customers. In the past, shipments to stores were made in several bulk shipments prior to the main selling
seasons, and during the selling seasons, several small fill-in shipments were made. With EDI, however, companies now
make smaller bulk shipments just prior to the primary selling seasons and many subsequent fill-in shipments during these
seasons.

The types of materials used as inputs to the manufacturing process are also changing. For example, natural diamonds can
undergo a process to improve the colour of the diamond without reducing its all-natural content. The process is permanent
and irreversible and it does not involve treatments such as irradiation, laser drilling, surface coating or fracture filling.
Coloured stones are increasingly being made using artificial processes. These synthetic stones are reducing material costs
and providing consumers with high quality jewellery at affordable prices.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Very High

  While revenue generated in the Canadian Jewellery Manufacturing industry is
correlated to disposable incomes, which tend to be fairly stable, it is also
closely linked to commodity prices, which has resulted in an inherently high
level of volatility in industry revenue.

The price of gold and silver tends to shift on a regular basis, which can cause significant fluctuations in industry revenue as
the prices of such metals helps to determine the price received for industry goods by operators.

Additionally, international trade is a big factor in industry revenue. As a result, currency fluctuations can have a huge effect
on industry revenue. For instance, in 2015, the depreciation of the domestic dollar led exports to rise 61.7% as they
became comparatively less expensive in international markets, and this helped industry revenue rise 36.7% that same year.
Overall, the average absolute value of revenue swings on a yearly basis is 25.9% over the five years to 2020, indicating
significant volatility in industry revenue.

Industry gold and silver bullion coins are also used by investors as hedges against uncertainty, and depending on global
conditions, that can result in huge spikes or declines in demand for industry products in a given year.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Light and the trend is Steady

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada is not heavily regulated.
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While there are international and national conventions that restrict trade for certain kinds of precious metals and
gemstones, these regulations tend to standardize across the global jewellery supply chain. Industry operators are not
permitted to legally trade in conflict diamonds. Additionally, the industry is subject to legislation regarding consumer and
labour protection. More specifically, the industry is governed by the Precious Metals Marking Act, which sets out specific
labelling standards for precious metals.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    None and the trend is Steady

The Jewellery Manufacturing industry in Canada does not receive any kind of
formal assistance from the government.

However, there are a few large industry associations that help the industry with procurement, marketing and credit facilities.
One such association is the Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA), which was established in 1918. Since then, CJA has
tried to create a network of members in the jewellery supply chain, ranging from manufacturers to retailers to promote best
practices and an ethical code of conduct, while clamping down on money laundering and trade in conflict diamonds.

In relation to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, a difficult operating environment for the industry in 2020 means that
numerous industry operators are expected to qualify for some form of government assistance. This is especially true as the
majority of companies in the industry are small-to-medium sized, and are more likely to be negatively affected during the
pandemic. Some noteworthy government assistance programs that have supported the industry include the Canada
Emergency Business Account and the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

World price
of gold ($

per troy
ounce)

2011 4,153 333 1,133 1,126 3,692 2,910 2,007 191 3,251 1,570
2012 3,552 380 1,114 1,106 3,756 2,231 2,148 199 3,469 1,669
2013 4,453 400 1,043 1,035 3,751 2,954 2,245 205 3,744 1,411
2014 3,082 340 1,052 1,043 3,558 2,163 2,752 199 3,671 1,266
2015 4,214 372 1,087 1,077 3,596 3,497 2,573 209 3,290 1,161
2016 4,416 332 1,080 1,070 3,723 3,610 2,481 212 3,287 1,248
2017 2,599 328 1,184 1,168 3,570 2,042 2,300 208 2,858 1,258
2018 2,496 360 1,240 1,217 3,808 2,197 2,332 227 2,631 1,271
2019 2,697 337 1,233 1,209 3,798 2,542 2,207 225 2,362 1,393
2020 2,848 295 1,272 1,245 3,952 2,713 1,652 235 1,786 1,667
2021 2,874 347 1,299 1,273 3,997 2,734 1,746 237 1,886 1,672
2022 2,909 351 1,330 1,303 4,059 2,781 1,503 241 1,631 1,649
2023 2,939 360 1,359 1,333 4,116 2,801 1,687 244 1,825 1,626
2024 2,968 362 1,392 1,366 4,173 2,822 1,840 247 1,986 1,603
2025 2,995 359 1,417 1,391 4,230 2,841 2,001 251 2,155 1,581

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)
World price
of gold (%)

2011 20.5 2.40 -4.31 -4.26 5.81 26.9 3.46 -2.06 5.10 28.1
2012 -14.5 14.0 -1.68 -1.78 1.73 -23.3 6.99 4.13 6.70 6.30
2013 25.4 5.50 -6.38 -6.42 -0.14 32.4 4.54 2.76 7.92 -15.5
2014 -30.8 -15.0 0.86 0.77 -5.15 -26.8 22.6 -2.60 -1.94 -10.3
2015 36.7 9.40 3.32 3.25 1.06 61.7 -6.51 4.86 -10.4 -8.35
2016 4.79 -10.9 -0.65 -0.65 3.53 3.25 -3.58 1.43 -0.11 7.54
2017 -41.1 -1.21 9.62 9.15 -4.11 -43.4 -7.29 -1.94 -13.0 0.76
2018 -3.98 9.88 4.72 4.19 6.66 7.58 1.37 9.28 -7.92 1.04
2019 8.04 -6.56 -0.57 -0.66 -0.27 15.7 -5.36 -0.89 -10.2 9.57
2020 5.59 -12.3 3.16 2.97 4.05 6.72 -25.2 4.30 -24.4 19.7
2021 0.92 17.6 2.12 2.24 1.13 0.77 5.70 1.10 5.56 0.28
2022 1.21 1.06 2.38 2.35 1.55 1.70 -14.0 1.47 -13.5 -1.39
2023 1.03 2.62 2.18 2.30 1.40 0.71 12.3 1.32 11.9 -1.41
2024 0.99 0.55 2.42 2.47 1.38 0.75 9.03 1.31 8.79 -1.43
2025 0.91 -0.92 1.79 1.83 1.36 0.68 8.76 1.29 8.52 -1.38

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2011 8.01 61.7 70.1 1,125 4.60 3.26 51,761
2012 10.7 61.9 62.8 946 5.60 3.37 52,982
2013 8.99 60.0 66.3 1,187 4.59 3.60 54,519
2014 11.0 75.0 70.2 866 6.46 3.38 55,987
2015 8.83 78.2 83.0 1,172 4.96 3.31 58,092
2016 7.51 75.5 81.8 1,186 4.80 3.45 56,916
2017 12.6 80.5 78.6 728 7.99 3.02 58,207
2018 14.4 88.6 88.0 656 9.10 3.07 59,638
2019 12.5 93.4 94.3 710 8.35 3.08 59,268
2020 10.4 92.5 95.3 721 8.24 3.11 59,413
2021 12.1 92.6 95.1 719 8.26 3.08 59,395
2022 12.1 92.1 95.6 717 8.28 3.05 59,350
2023 12.3 92.4 95.3 714 8.31 3.03 59,305
2024 12.2 92.6 95.1 711 8.33 3.00 59,262
2025 12.0 92.9 94.9 708 8.36 2.99 59,220

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2020
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada
http://www.ic.gc.ca

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Canadian Jewellers Association
http://www.canadianjewellers.com

World Gold Council
http://www.gold.org

Canadian Diamond Drilling Association
http://www.cdda.ca

Industry Jargon ALLOY
A mixture containing two or more elements that dissolve into each other when molten.

BRIDAL SETS
A set of rings that includes an engagement ring and a matching wedding ring or band.

COSTUME JEWELLERY
Jewellery that is made of less precious stones and metals, therefore having a lower price point.

LAPIDARY
A precious metal worker whose skills involve cutting and engraving. This also includes any work involving precious
metal cutting or engraving.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
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Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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